ClaimLogic offers a full suite of advanced claims and payment processing systems and revenue cycle management tools for hospitals and physician groups.

All-Payer Electronic Claims and Payment Solutions
Provides faster payments through integrated claims and payment processing solutions, as well as 24/7/365 claims submissions.

EOB Convert
Converts paper EOBs into an electronic 835-format and eliminates the need for manual payments posting.

PQRS Logic
Helps capture more Medicare PQRS incentive payments by identifying qualifying claims that providers missed.

Appeal Logic
Enables faster payments and saves staff time by creating, auto-populating, submitting and tracking appeals and claims.

Real-time and Batch Patient Eligibility
Eliminates time-consuming and costly rejections due to invalid or incorrect patient insurance eligibility data.

Online Patient Portal
Gives patients the ability to pay online 24/7 to reduce provider paperwork and support call volume.

Accelerated Secondaries and Accelerated Processing (ASAP)
Reduces the tedious burden of matching EOBs and paper secondary-claims through a same-day match and mail service.

Data Mining and Reporting
Stores and analyzes all claims data transactions of claims and payment transaction histories, including under payments, to produce powerful analytics.
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ClaimLogic is outstanding, and their customer service is exceptional. They are the only vendor we have ever worked with that has delivered on everything they promised.

The ClaimLogic DIFFERENTIATOR

Stephanie Coggins, Director, Patient Financial Services at Watson Clinic

ClaimLogic’s solutions simplify billing process by automating workflows, reducing the time spent processing claims – resulting in faster payments, improved staff productivity, and superior data and denial management.
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A Business Unit of TriZetto Provider Solutions

The evolution of healthcare requires that all partners in the industry work closely together to increase efficiency and ensure the best patient care.

Seeing this trend, TriZetto Corporation has added three provider-centric divisions – ClaimLogic, Gateway EDI and NHXS. Together, these form TriZetto Provider Solutions, equipping hospitals, physicians and health systems with the tools and information they need to simplify business processes and get accurate payments quickly.

As a business unit of TriZetto Provider Solutions, we combine our revenue cycle management expertise with TriZetto’s insights into the payer business to create new technologies that support industry collaboration between payers and providers, helping healthcare organizations better manage the patient financial service areas while improving the financial health of our clients.

ClaimLogic is an industry leader in integrated revenue cycle management solutions – offering hospitals and large physician groups the freedom and flexibility to improve operational efficiencies and get paid faster.

ClaimLogic's solutions simplify billing process by automating workflows, reducing the time spent processing claims – resulting in faster payments, improved staff productivity, and superior data and denial management.

Contact Us

To learn how ClaimLogic can help your organization streamline your revenue

866.252.4656
Info@ClaimLogic.com
www.claimlogic.com

See What ClaimLogic CAN DO FOR YOU

ClaimLogic’s customized workflows, rules-based edits, powerful real-time dashboards, and exceptional customer service simplify the billing process from claim submission to adjudication.

DELIVERING SOLUTIONS to Maximize Workflows & Deliver Powerful Analytics

Our robust and easy-to-use solutions integrate and compliment leading HIS and PMS platforms. As a result some of the largest and most respected medical centers and physician groups have selected ClaimLogic as a trusted partner.

Our clients average a 99 percent first-time clean claim rate. And our powerful data mining tool uncover claims issues and support continuous revenue cycle improvement.

Clearly, they have raised the bar and set the standard in the clearinghouse industry.

– John O Donnell
EVP of Operations and CIO
Springfield Service Corporation

Improving Your BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
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and their customer service is Exceptional.
They are the only vendor we have worked with that
have delivered on everything they promised.

**Stephanie Coggins,**
Director, Patient Financial Services at Watson Clinic

ClaimLogic’s solutions simplify billing process by
automating workflows, reducing the time spent
processing claims — resulting in faster payments,
improved staff productivity, and superior data and
denial management.
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ClaimLogic provides streamlined solutions for hospitals and physicians.